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Abstract. Modern technologies including rapid increase in speed and
availability of network of supercomputer provides the infrastructure nec-
essary to develop distributed applications and making high performance
global computing possible. The performance potential offered is enor-
mous but generally is hard and tedious to obtain due to the complexity of
developing applications in such distributed environment. In this paper,
we introduce Me DLey which is a specification language of communica-
tions for parallel applications. Its aim is to provide to the user an abstract
vision of his application in terms of tasks and exchanges between these
tasks independently of material architecture and the means of communi-
cation used. Based on this specification, the Me DLey compiler generates
several levels of implementation for various communication primitives.
More precisely, we will detail in this article, a new approach of this lan-
guage allowing the implementation of the communications based on ideas
underlying the Common Object Request Broker Architecture CORBA.

1 Overview of Me DLey Language

The increase in speed and availability of network of supercomputers make possi-
ble the development of so called high performance ”global computing”, in which
computational and data resources in the network are used to solve large scale
problems. The performance potential offered is enormous but generally is hard
and tedious to obtain due to the complexity of developing applications in such
distributed environment which implies different transport mechanism, several
software packages and heterogeneous resources.

To cure this problem, we propose a new language, called Me DLey (Message
Definition Language) [2]. Its purpose is to describe and specify all exchanges
between parallel application tasks. In a Me DLey specification, a distributed ap-
plication is split into tasks: each Me DLey module is the specification of a task.
A task specification in Me DLey mainly contains four parts as shows in figure 1.

Starting from this description, an automatic tool derives an efficient imple-
mentation of the exchanges on the communication support chosen by the user in
the target language (currently C++). A first approach of Me DLey [3] has been
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Task  B
double

double, int

task A connected with B
uses
 {
    double  x,y;
    int    n;
 }
sends
  {
    message1 = sequence {y};
  }
receives
{
   message2 = sequence {n, x};
}

task B connected with A
uses
 {
    double  z,w;
    int    m;
 }
sends
  {
    message3 = sequence {m, z};
  }
receives
{
   message2 = sequence {w};
}

Task  A

Fig. 1. Example of a Me DLey specification

developed and the implementation of communication was based on standard
message passing libraries (MPI or PVM ). It showed us, by experimentation [4],
the feasibility and the interest of this language.

Another way to implement exchanges between parallel/distributed applica-
tion tasks can be done by the modelling tasks by objects in a distributed object
system. The communications between these tasks are done via method invoca-
tions on these objects. It’s the basic idea of the new approach of Me DLey that
we will present in this paper.

2 Using Me DLey in a CORBA Environment

Motivation In CORBA [5], isolation between client and server, in terms of
using network protocol, material infrastructure, programming language and data
transport mechanisms, makes its great advantage. Moreover, CORBA allows real
inter-working and coupling which is not the case of applications developed with
more lower level tools/libraries. The success of CORBA also stimulates new
investigations in its performance for high speed networks and these researches
are related to real time applications [6].

Even if at the moment lower-level C and C++ implementations outper-
form the CORBA (Orbix 2.1 and VisiBroker) implementations, the authors pin-
point [1, 6] the sources of overhead for communication middleware in order to
develop scalable and flexible CORBA implementations that can deliver gigabit
data rates to applications.

We perform some preliminary tests before launching the development of the
communication in Me DLey using CORBA and it seems that CORBA is able
to obtain good results for data exchanges. We are not going to present all the
extensive tests here but just a snapshot of the the comparison between two im-
plementations of CORBA, called Orbacus [7] and TAO [6] and the two message-
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passing library PVM and MPI between two Unix stations connected through a
10 Mbit/s Ethernet networks. The figure 2(a) shows the results of measured data
exchange time between two processors for different data sizes (classic ping-pong).
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(b) Construction steps of
a Me DLey application in
CORBA environment

Fig. 2.

Based on this experimental results, it seems that CORBA obtains good com-
munication times. On the level of communication latency, ORBacus is compa-
rable to PVM and better than MPI. On the other hand, for the great messages,
TAO is more powerful compared to PVM, and slightly better compared to MPI.

Taking into account the performance of CORBA which is not as bad as the
rumour usually claims, and its other advantages described before make CORBA
to be a possible efficient environment for the development of parallel applications,
in particular those using inter-task communications. However, if we consider the
large amount of communication modes available and used in parallel applica-
tions but also the new intrinsic difficulty introduce by the use of CORBA to an
unexperimented developer who is more familiar with MPI who need to learn and
to be aware of how initialise the ORB, the OA (Object Adapter), searching the
objects and so on..., this task can appear to be tedious and the developer may
think it does not worth it. The main goal of the Me DLey approach we proposed
is to bypass this problem.
Presentation Our approach relies on modelling the communicating tasks of a
parallel application by CORBA objects. The communication between these tasks
is done via remote invocation methods on these objects. The ORB becomes the
communication support used within this framework. This approach contains
six major steps as described in more details below and it is illustrated by the
figure 2(b):
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1. structuring the application in communicating tasks;
2. description of the exchanges between these tasks in a Me DLey specification

file;
3. mapping of the Me DLey specification to IDL interface: such a generation

is based on the mapping of the Me DLey types used in the description to
their corresponding types in the IDL language and on the generation of
the communication methods signatures which corresponds to the messages
declared in the Me DLey description;

4. mapping of the IDL interface to stubs and skeletons: Me DLey runs the IDL
compiler in order to generate the stub and the skeleton;

5. implementation of the exchanges between tasks: it allows to provide the
semantic of the objects which model the parallel application tasks. It is done
by implementing the corresponding methods of the exchanges between these
tasks;

6. writing the final application using the generated communication functions:
at this step, the user holds the key of the parallel program. Indeed, all the
necessary methods for the communication are generated. The remaining job,
is to develop the computing part of the application, and to call the right
communication functions at the right place.

3 Conclusions

This paper described the part of the Me DLey language concerning the specifica-
tion of the communications for parallel applications in a CORBA environment
allowing programmers to structure their applications in terms of communicating
tasks. We have described the different construction steps of a parallel application
based on our approach. The implementation of our approach using TAO as a
CORBA implementation is in progress.
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